Thousands of individuals die each year as a result of Distracted Driving. Often there is more than one person traveling in the vehicle, therefore presenting an opportunity for multiple fatal and life changing events in one scenario. Although there are many activities that contribute to distracted driving, the following have been identified as the deadliest.

- Cell Phone Usage (talking, listening, dialing, texting)
- Fatigue (complacency, mentally somewhere else)
- Adjusting Automobile Devices (adjusting mirrors, seats, using navigation system, audio controls, climate controls)
- Eating or Drinking (hot and cold drinks, snack vs. a meal including soups and salads)
- Reaching for objects within the vehicle
- Passengers (talking with or looking at other people in the car)
- Road Drama (looking at wrecks, road rage)
- Smoking
- Loose papers or objects on the floor
- Pets or insects

What can you do to prevent this from happening in your business?

- Develop a Formalized Fleet Safety Program including seat belt and technology usage policies.
- Conduct at-hire and annual motor vehicle record checks. Establish motor vehicle record criteria to prevent high-risk drivers from driving.
- Require all qualified drivers to take part in a physical exam program to ensure they are medically qualified to operate a vehicle.
- Conduct pre-employment, post-accident, random and reasonable suspicion drug & alcohol screenings.
- Provide Driver Training to discuss safe, distracted and defensive driving.
- Remind employees to follow the rules of the road – speed, seatbelts, turn signals, etc.
- Regularly maintain vehicles.
- Recognize that employees traveling in a company vehicle or their personal vehicle on company time should follow the established written policies and procedures and training programs.